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Hygienic range met with
visitor approval at show
O

n the Elesa stand were
new components
that are designed in
accordance with the most
rigorous hygienic-health
regulations to meet the
fundamental requirements
of sectors such as the food,
chemical, pharmaceutical
and cosmetics industries.
The new levelling feet series
Hygienic Design (LM-HDSST, LM.F-HDSST) including
screws and nuts (NTHD-SST)
are suitable for environments
where hygiene is required
and they are certified 3-A
by Sanitary Standard Inc
that promotes food safety
and public health.
Furthermore, the
execution with holes for
ground mounting is certified
according to the EHEDG
guidelines (European
Hygienic Engineering &
Design Group).
Fully AISI 304 stainless
steel, levelling elements
HD are characterised by
four special FDA-compliant
blue seals, which, besides
preventing the access and

Also on
display were
IP65-7 direct dial
digital position
indicators
with electronic
mechanism for
easy set up and
readout. These
were coupled
with the Elesa
wireless spindle
positioning
system which
enables faster
and more
reliable machine
set up by use
of a wireless
connected
profile controller,
The new levelling feet series with Hygienic Design
which displays
the initial set up values on
the accumulation of dirt or
each of up to 36 electronic
foreign bodies at the joints,
position indicators.
are also easily recognisable.
Operators can simply
The high care taken in the
choose the appropriate menu
finishing of the stainlessthen quickly re-set each
steel parts with roughness
spindle to its correct start
below Ra 0.8 μm prevents the
position and the machine
adherence of dirt and other
is ‘good to go’.
substances, ensuring easy
T 01526 322670
cleaning and maintenance
W
operations, says the company.
www.elesa.com

One-stop-shop for press and machine tool
components proved popular with visitors
UK supplier of press and
machine tool components
Berger Tools showed its
comprehensive range of
competitively priced products
for design and project engineers
as well as toolmakers.
The GN75.6 waist shaped
knobs that can be used in
hygiene areas, for instance,
were on the stand. With no
dead spaces, the design shape
used in combination with the
high quality materials and
smooth finish prevents the
accumulation and adherence

of dirt and facilitates cleaning,
says senior technical sales
manager at the company
Tony Bagridge.
Hygienically safe, FDA
compliant elastomer seals,
which are flush fitting to
prevent contaminant ingress,
finish these compact knobs.
The company’s latest
Standard Parts catalogue has
also now been released and
is available free of charge
from the company.
T 01732 763377
W www.berger-tools.co.uk

The extensive range was on the stand

Show was housed
in brand new home
2018 is a landmark year for
the Southern Manufacturing
& Electronics show as this
February’s exhibition was
the first to be held in a newly-built
£35 million facility at Farnborough
International airport. Visitors
to the 20th anniversary event
were met by thousands of
engineering and electronics
solutions and we highlight just
some of the products shown on
these two pages.

Air preparation units from IMI

Latest generation of
air preparation units
are more compact
IMI Precision Engineering had a
busy show with visitors interested
in Excelon Plus, its latest generation
of IMI Norgren air preparation
equipment developed to meet the
needs of today’s customer and also
its high performance cylinders.
The air preparation equipment
is designed to deliver exceptional
performance, is compact and light
weight but with no compromise
on robustness. It is suitable for
all industrial applications and is
designed with safety in mind as
it has tamper evident features
and a special double lock
mechanism on the bowls.
This family of products can be
used where standalone units or
modular assemblies are required
thanks to the slim line Quikclamp
system. The one piece Quikclamp
assembly with integrated brackets
allows installation and removal of
the units without breaking a pipe
connection, says IMI Precision.
T 01543 265000
W www.imi-precision.com

